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Sarpogrelate is an antiplatelet agent widely used to treat
arterial occlusive diseases. Evaluation of platelet aggre-
gation is essential to monitor therapeutic effects of sar-
pogrelate. Currently, no molecular signatures are avail-
able to evaluate platelet aggregation. Here, we performed
comprehensive proteome profiling of platelets collected
from 18 subjects before and after sarpogrelate adminis-
tration using LC-MS/MS analysis coupled with extensive
fractionation. Of 5423 proteins detected, we identified 499
proteins affected by sarpogrelate and found that they
strongly represented cellular processes related to platelet
activation and aggregation, including cell activation, coag-
ulation, and vesicle-mediated transports. Based on the net-
work model of the proteins involved in these processes, we
selected three proteins (cut-like homeobox 1; coagulation
factor XIII, B polypeptide; and peptidylprolyl isomerase D)
that reflect the platelet aggregation-related processes after
confirming their alterations by sarpogrelate in independent
samples using Western blotting. Our proteomic approach
provided a protein profile predictive of therapeutic effects
of sarpogrelate. Molecular & Cellular Proteomics 15:
10.1074/mcp.M116.059154, 3461–3472, 2016.

Sarpogrelate, an antagonist of 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT1,
also called serotonin) receptors (subtype 2A and 2B), has
been widely used in the treatment of arterial occlusive dis-
eases (1, 2). It is metabolized to racemic M-1, and both
enantiomers of the M-1 also act as antagonists of the 5-HT
receptors. Sarpogrelate inhibits the responses to 5-HT medi-
ated by the 5-HT receptors, such as platelet aggregation,
vasoconstriction, and vascular smooth muscle proliferation
(3). Moreover, several previous studies have shown that sar-
pogrelate can prevent thrombosis in atherosclerotic diseases,
although the detailed mechanism is unknown (4, 5). Also, sar-
pogrelate has been used to treat Asian patients with peripheral
arterial diseases (6). A sarpogrelate-aspirin comparative clinical
study in 1510 Japanese patients with cerebral infarction
showed that sarpogrelate was not inferior to aspirin in pre-
vention of recurrence of cerebral infarction while it reduced
significantly bleeding events, compared with aspirin (7).

To monitor therapeutic effects of sarpogrelate, it is essential
to assess platelet aggregation induced by 5-HT. Platelet aggre-
gation is typically evaluated with platelet aggregometry, an op-
tical densitometry method, which is rather insensitive to small
platelet aggregates (8). Unlike potent agonists of thrombin and
collagen, 5-HT by itself induces only the formation of small
aggregates. Thus, the effect of sarpogrelate on platelet aggre-
gation induced by 5-HT has been difficult to be evaluated using
the conventional platelet aggregometry (9). Thus, there has
been a significant need for an effective assay method that can
be used to evaluate the effect of sarpogrelate.

A number of studies have shown that protein profiles can
serve as effective measures for evaluation of drug responses
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(10–12). In these studies, the search for a protein profile
indicative of the response of a drug was facilitated by the use
of proteomic technologies. Platelets in blood play important
roles in hemostatic or thrombotic mechanisms, inflammatory
process, and cardiovascular pathogenesis. Platelets undergo
considerable alterations by sarpogrelate. Moreover, because
platelets are anucleated cells, protein profiles can provide
more relevant information regarding the responses to sar-
pogrelate, compared with transcriptomic or genomic profiles.
Several proteomic studies provided global proteome profiles
of platelets under various conditions (13–16). For example,
Burkhartet al. (13) and Qureshi et al. (16) identified 4191 and
1507 proteins, respectively, from human platelets in resting
states. Also, several studies provided proteomes associated
with responses of antiplatelet drugs. For example, Azcona et
al. (17) compared platelet proteomes of type 2 diabetic pa-
tients with stable coronary ischemia after treatment of aspirin
and clopidogrel � aspirin. As a proteome profile indicative of
clopidogrel � aspirin, they proposed downregulated actin-
binding protein isotypes 2 and 5 associated with cytoskeleton
organization in patients treated with clopidogrel � aspirin,
compared with aspirin treated patients. Lopez-Farre et al. (18)
and Mateos-Caceres et al. (19) compared the proteomes of
platelets from aspirin resistant and sensitive coronary ische-
mic patients and proposed, as proteome profiles indicative of
aspirin resistance, up- and down-regulated proteins associ-
ated with platelet functions (cytoskeleton, energetic metabo-
lism, oxidative stress, and cell survival) in aspirin resistant
patients. However, to our knowledge, no proteomic analyses
have been performed to identify a platelet proteome profile
indicative of the response to sarpogrelate.

Here, we performed a comprehensive proteome profiling of
platelets collected from 18 healthy subjects before and after
administration of sarpogrelate. For each subject, platelets
were isolated before and then again after drug administration
to investigate the alteration in the platelet proteome by sar-
pogrelate. A sample preparation method involving filter-aided
sample preparation (FASP) (20) was used to improve extraction
of proteins including both soluble and membranous proteins.
Moreover, an ultrahigh pressure liquid chromatography-tandem
mass spectrometry (UHPLC-MS/MS) coupled with extensive
fractionation was used to generate a comprehensive proteome
of platelets. The platelet proteome obtained from LC-MS/MS
analyses included 47,045 peptides for 5423 proteins. Of them,
we identified hundreds of differentially expressed proteins
(DEPs) in platelets by sarpogrelate, which are involved in cellular
responses related to platelet activation and aggregation in-
duced by 5-HT. Finally, of these proteins, we selected three
proteins indicative of the response to sarpogrelate in platelets.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Sample Preparation—We collected two independent sets of plate-
let samples from healthy male Korean volunteers. The first set, in-
cluding platelet samples from 18 subjects before and after adminis-

tration of sarpogrelate, was used for the proteome profiling
(supplemental Table S1A). The second set, including independent
platelet samples from 5 subjects, which were not included in the first
set, before and after sarpogrelate administration, was used to confirm
the validity of the selected proteins by Western blotting (supplemental
Table S1B). The eligibility was determined after a complete medical
and laboratory examination. The exclusion criteria used were as fol-
lows: a history of cardiovascular, hepatic, renal, endocrine, gastroin-
testinal, hemorrhagic, or bleeding disorders; clinically significant find-
ings on routine clinical laboratory testing or on physical examination;
a history of hypersensitivity to sarpogrelate or other antiplatelet
agents; and any medication history within 1 week prior to the enroll-
ment in this study. Characteristics of the subjects in the two sets,
such as age, body weight, and platelet counts, were summarized in
supplemental Table S1. The subjects were admitted to the Clinical
Trial Center at Samsung Medical Center on the day before the drug
administration. All the subjects provided written informed consents, and
the study protocol (SMCCPT-DP-1202) was approved by the institu-
tional review board (IRB No. 2011–11-006). The food was standardized
and strictly controlled during the whole study period. All volunteers were
given 100 mg of sarpogrelate hydrochloride (Anplug 100 mg, Yuhan
Corporation, Seoul, Korea) orally after an overnight fast. Blood samples
were obtained before and 6 h after the drug administration.

Experimental Design and Statistical Rationale—For the proteomic
analysis, we obtained a total of 18 pairs of platelet samples before
and after the administration of sarpogrelate (supplemental Table
S1A). The samples from 15 of 18 subjects were pooled and then used
to generate a master accurate mass and time tag (AMT) database
(DB). Next, the pairs of platelet samples for 14 of 18 subjects before
(controls) and after the administration of sarpogrelate were used for
LC-MS/MS profiling (supplemental Table S1A). According to power
analysis (21) for one sample t test, which was used to identify differ-
entially expressed proteins (DEPs; see below for justification), the sam-
ple size required to reliably detect an effect size of 1.3-fold with false
negative rate (�) � 0.05 was 9. In the power analysis, the control
distribution was defined as a normal distribution with� � � 7.32 � 10�2

and � � 0.76 estimated from the mean log2-fold changes of proteins in
our data sets. Considering that our sample size (14 paired platelet
samples) was larger than 9, our sample size is sufficient to detect the
DEPs with 2-fold (� effect size of 1.3-fold used in power analysis), which
was used as the cutoff to identify the DEPs in this study. For each of the
14 biological replicates, we performed three LC-MS/MS experiments as
technical replicates, resulting in 42 data sets for the samples before
(controls) and after sarpogrelate administration, respectively.

Platelet Preparation—Eight milliliters of whole blood from each
subject was collected using Acid-Citrate-Dextrose (ACD) as antico-
agulant and then transferred into new polypropylene tubes. Platelet-
rich plasma (PRP) was prepared by centrifugation at 200 � g for 20
min at room temperature. Two thirds of the PRP were transferred into
a new tube, washed, and isolated by centrifugation at 800 � g for 10
min. Isolated platelets were resuspended in Tyrode’s Buffer contain-
ing 134 mM NaCl, 12 mM NaHCO3, 2.9 mM KCl, 0.34 mM Na2HPO4, 1
mM MgCl2, and 10 mM Hepes (pH 7.4). The platelet count was
measured with a Coulter LH780 system (Beckman Coulter, Inc., Brea,
CA). Because the protein contents of leukocytes are much higher than
those of platelets, the contamination of platelets with leukocytes can
affect significantly the quality of the measured platelet proteome.
Thus, we checked the purity of our platelet samples and leukocyte
contamination during our platelet preparation by flow cytometric anal-
ysis with CD45 and CD61 labeling, as previously described (22, 23),
using the FACSCanto II Flow Cytometer (Becton Dickinson, San Jose,
CA) and the Kaluza software (Beckman Coulter, Brea, CA). The flow
cytometric assessment showed that our platelet samples contained
99.5–99.73% CD61 positive cells (platelets), but only 0.02–0.06%
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CD45 positive cells (leukocytes) (supplemental Fig. S1), which corre-
sponded to 2–6 leukocytes per 1 � 104 platelets and also to 1–3%
protein contamination based on the estimate previously described
(24, 25). In this study, we used multiple centrifugation for platelet
isolation and flow cytometric analysis to measure leukocyte contam-
ination. In the four previous studies using these methods (16, 26–28),
leukocyte contamination was in the range between 1 per 1 � 105 and
1 � 103 platelets. Thus, the leukocyte contamination in this study (2–6
per 1 � 104 platelets) was within this range, implying that the purity of
platelet samples and leukocyte contamination were comparable to
those in previous studies.

Protein Extraction and Digestion—Platelet samples were dissolved
in 200 �l of lysis buffer (4% SDS in 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.6) by 1 min
of vortexing. Samples were then lysed by sonication using hand-type
sonicator (Q55 Sonicator, QSONICA, CT) for 10 s at 30 W on ice. This
lysis step was repeated five times. Protein concentration of each
platelet samples were determined by BCA assay (Pierce, Rockford,
IL). All platelet proteins were digested using slightly modified Filter-
Aided Sample Preparation (FASP) method as previously described
(20). Briefly, the protein sample was reduced with the SDT buffer (4%
SDS and 0.1 M DTT in 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.6) for 45 min at 37 °C and
boiled for 10 min at 95 °C on a thermomixer (Thermomixer comfort,
Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). Subsequently, it was sonicated for
10 min in bath sonicator (Power sonic 505, Hwashin Technology,
Seoul, Korea) followed by centrifugation at 16,000 � g and 20 °C for
5 min. The supernatant was transferred to a membrane filter (YM-30,
Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA) and added 200 �l of 8 M urea in
0.1 M Tris-HCl (pH 8.5) to membrane filter. The protein sample on the
membrane filter was centrifuged at 14,000 � g and 20 °C for 60 min
to remove SDS. This wash step was repeated three times. Subse-
quently, reduced protein sample was alkylated on membrane filter
with 100 �l of 50 mM iodoacetamide in 8 M urea for 25 min at room
temperature in dark and followed by centrifugation at 14,000 � g for
30 min. The filter was washed with 200 �l of 8 M urea four times and
again washed with 100 �l of 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.0)
twice to buffer exchange. And then trypsin was added to the filter at
an enzyme to protein ratio of 1:50 (w/w) and protein sample was
digested at 37 °C for overnight. After the first digestion, the sample
was digested with trypsin (1:100 w/w ratio) at 37 °C for 6 h again.
Finally, the tryptic peptides were eluted by centrifugation at 14,000 �
g and at 20 °C for 30 min and the filter was rinsed with 60 �l of 50 mM

ammonium bicarbonate by centrifugation at 14,000 � g and at 20 °C
for 20 min. The resulting peptide sample was dried by vacuum cen-
trifugation and kept in �80 °C until the subsequent LC-MS/MS
analysis.

Basic pH Reversed Phase Liquid Chromatography Fractionation
(BRP fractionation)—Fifteen pairs of peptide samples (i.e. 15 before
and 15 after sarpogrelate administration; supplemental Table S1A)
were pooled and immediately fractionated into twelve fractions
by high pH reverse-phase liquid chromatography fractionation
method as previously described (29). The fractionation was per-
formed using an Agilent 1260 Infinity HPLC system (Palo Alto, CA)
equipped with an analytical column (Xbridge C18, 4.6 mm � 250 mm,
130 Å, 5 �m) and a guard column (Xbridge C18, 4.6 mm � 20 mm,
130 Å, 5 �m). For the peptide separation, a 115 min gradient was
used at a flow rate of 500 �l/min: at 0% solvent B for 10 min, from 0%
to 5% solvent B over 10 min, from 5 to 35% solvent B over 60 min,
from 35 to 70% solvent B over 15 min, 70% solvent B for 10 min, from
70 to 0% solvent B over 10 min. Solvents A and B were 10 mM

ammonium formate in water (pH 10) and 10 mM ammonium formate in
90% acetonitrile (ACN, pH 10), respectively. A total of 96 fractions
were collected continuously into 96-well plate by a fraction collector
(G1364C, Agilent, Palo Alto, CA) in every 1 min from 10 to 105 min.
The 96 fractions were divided into four sections of early (from #1 to

#24), first mid (from #25 to #48), second mid (from #49 to #72) and late
(from #73 to #96) sections according to their elution time. The col-
lected fractions were noncontiguously concatenated into 12 fractions
by pooling two fractions from each section (i.e. #1-#13-#25-#37-#49-
#61-#73-#85, #2-#14-#26-#38-#50-#62-#74-#86, . . . #12-#24-#36-
#48-#60-#72-#84-#96). The concatenated fractions were dried by
vacuum centrifugation and stored at �80 °C until further LC-MS/MS
analysis.

LC-MS/MS Analysis—The 14 pairs of unfractionated peptide sam-
ples (supplemental Table S1A) and 12 mRP fractions were analyzed
by a 7-T Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrom-
eter (LTQ-FT, Thermo Electron, San Jose, CA) coupled with a modi-
fied nanoACQUITY UPLC system (Waters, Milford, MA). LC-MS/MS
experiments were performed triplicate on each of 28 unfractionated
peptide samples (i.e. a total of 84 LC-MS/MS experiments). The
nanoACQUITY system was modified to dual-online ultra-high pres-
sure liquid chromatography (DO-UHPLC) system for the high
throughput analysis (30). Two capillary analytical columns (75 �m �
100 cm) and two solid phase extraction column (SPE) columns (150
�m � 3 cm) were manufactured in house with C18 bonded particles
(Jupiter, 300 Å, 3 �m, Phenomenex, Torrence, CA) as previously
described (31). Solvent A and B were 0.1% formic acid in water and
0.1% formic acid in ACN, respectively. A 240 min gradient was used
at a flow rate of 300 nL/min: from 1 to 40% solvent B over 220 min,
from 40 to 80% solvent B over 5 min, 80% solvent B for 10 min, and
1% solvent B for 5 min. The temperature of column was maintained
at 60 °C (32). The electrospray voltage was 3.0 kV and the mass
spectrometer was operated by data-dependent MS/MS mode. MS
precursor scans (m/z range of 500–2,000 Th) were acquired at an
automated gain control (AGC) target value of 1.0 � 106 and a reso-
lution of 1.0 � 105 and maximum ion injection time (IT) of 1,000 ms.
Up to 7 most abundant ions in a precursor scan were selected with
isolation window of 3 Th with the exclusion duration of 30 s and
fragmented using collision induced dissociation (CID) at normalized
collision energy (NCE) of 35. The intensity threshold of initiating
fragmentation was set to 500. Tandem mass spectra were acquired at
an AGC target value of 1.0 � 104 and maximum IT of 100 ms.

Database Search for Peptide Identification—The MS/MS data from
a total of 96 LC-MS/MS experiments (i.e. 86 for unfractionated sam-
ples and 12 for fractionated samples) were processed using iPE-MMR
(33) for the refinement of precursor masses. The resultant MS/MS
data were searched against uniprot human reference database (re-
leased September 2012; 69,391 entries) and the common contami-
nants (180 entries) using MS-GF� search engine (V9012) (34). The
mass tolerance for the precursor ion was set at 15 ppm and the
number of tryptic termini was 1. Carbamidomethylation of cysteine
was set to static modification. Oxidation of methionine and the car-
bamylation of N termini were set to variable modifications. Peptide-
spectrum matches at the peptide-level false discovery rate (FDR) of
0.01 were used for further analyses. The mass spectrometry proteom-
ics data have been deposited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium
via the PRIDE partner repository with the data set identifier
PXD003613 and 10.6019/PXD003613 (35).

Label-free Peptide Quantification—An MS intensity based label-
free quantitative analysis was performed to platelet LC-MS/MS data
as previously described (12). Briefly, in an LC-MS/MS experiment, all
MS features of a peptide in different charge states that have similar
monoisotopic masses (i.e. within the mass tolerance of 10 ppm) but
different LC elution times over a period of elution times were grouped
into a unique mass class (UMC) (36). UMC mass was calculated as
intensity weighted average of monoisotopic masses of all the com-
ponents of each UMC. Sum intensity of a UMC was calculated by
summing the spectral intensities of all MS components of a UMC.
During the PE-MMR analysis, the precursor mass of the MS/MS data
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(i.e. mgf files) was matched to the UMC masses and replaced by the
UMC masses. Then, MS/MS information was linked to the matched
UMC. When the linked spectra resulted in peptide identification within
FDR of 1% after database search and target-decoy analysis, the
corresponding peptide ID was linked to the UMC and the sum inten-
sity of the UMC was assigned to the peptide ID. In order to minimize
the LC elution time variance of the same peptide across the different
LC-MS/MS runs, normalized elution time (NET) utility was used to
calculate the experimental NETs of the identified UMCs using UMC
elution time (37). Briefly, we plotted calibration graphs between the
UMC elution time of the peptide IDs (experimental value) from a
LC-MS/MS experiment against the theoretical NET values of the
peptide IDs from the NET utility program (i.e. using the peptide
sequence). Then we used the resultant calibration function to calcu-
late the experimental NET for all UMCs. A peptide ID of a UMC mass
and an experimental NET was classified as an AMT. All AMTs from 96
LC-MS/MS experiments were used to construct an AMT DB (Oracle
Database 10g Enterprise Edition, Release 10.2.0.1.0). It is an assem-
bly of AMTs consisting of unique peptide sequences with the UMC
mass and the experimental NET. For the multiply measured peptide,
the average mass and the average NET were chosen for each AMT.
After constructing the master AMT DB, unidentified UMCs (i.e. UMCs
with no peptide IDs) were matched to the AMTs of the master AMT
DB using mass and elution time with �10 ppm of mass tolerance
and � 0.01 of NET tolerance. The resultant assigned UMCs from the
84 LC-MS/MS data sets (i.e. triplicate LC-MS/MS data sets of 14
pairs of peptide samples) were combined into an alignment table in
which each row contained sum intensities of UMC for each of the
identified peptide.

Identification of Differentially Expressed Proteins (DEPs)—The in-
tensities of the aligned peptides were normalized using quantile-
normalization methods (38). The information of the aligned peptides
were rolled up to infer protein groups using bipartite graph analysis.
For each protein group, the representative proteins (or protein iso-
forms) were selected as the ones with the largest number of peptides
or unique peptides as previously described (39). When more than two
proteins in a protein group had the same number of peptides, the
protein with the higher sequence coverage was selected as the rep-
resentative protein. The representative proteins of more than two
peptide identifications were used for further analysis. For each sub-
ject, relative abundances of the representative proteins in individual
protein groups were then computed from peptide intensities using the
linear-programming formulation as previously described (40). To iden-
tify the DEPs, we first selected the sets of proteins that have more
than two nonredundant peptides and were detected in more than
50% of all subjects to ensure their statistical power. For the selected
proteins, we then performed one sample t test using log2-fold
changes in all subjects to compute the significance of t values. The
mean log2-fold changes of proteins were found to follow a normal
distribution with � � 7.32 � 10�2 and � � 0.76 (p � 1.83 � 10�30,
Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test), thus supporting the use of
one sample t test. An empirical distribution of the null hypothesis that
a protein is not differentially expressed was estimated by performing
100,000 random permutations of the samples and then by applying
the Gaussian kernel density estimation method to t values resulting
from the random permutations. FDRs of each protein for one sample
t test were then calculated using Storey method (41). The DEPs were
identified as the ones with FDR � 0.1 and absolute log2-fold
change � 0.58 (1.5-fold). The use of the empirical distribution to
compute FDR can reduce the problems caused by potential devia-
tions from the underlying assumptions of one sample t test. To
determine the FDR cutoff, we first identified three sets of DEPs using
three different cutoff values of 0.01, 0.05, and 0.1, examined manually
differential expression (up- or down-regulation) of the DEPs identified

using each of the cutoff values, and then found that up- and down-
regulation of the DEPs could be still clearly observed even using the
FDR cutoff of 0.1. Thus, we used the FDR cutoff of 0.1 to include false
negative DEPs without including a significant number of false positive
DEPs for the following analyses (enrichment analysis of GOBPs and
network analysis).

Enrichment Analysis—Enrichment analysis for a list of proteins
(e.g., detected proteins or DEPs) was performed using DAVID soft-
ware to identify GO biological processes (GOBPs) and GO cellular
components (GOCCs) represented by the DEPs (42). The GOBPs and
GOCCs enriched by a list of proteins were identified as the ones with
the enrichment p value � 0.05 calculated by DAVID.

Network Analysis—To reconstruct a network model for the DEPs,
we first selected a subset of the DEPs involved in the GOBPs related
to platelet activation and aggregation (cell activation, vesicle-medi-
ated transport, Golgi vesicle transport, protein transport, and coag-
ulation). We then collected the protein-protein interactions among the
selected DEPs from five protein-protein interactome databases: BIND
(Biomolecular Interaction Network Database) (43), HPRD (Human Pro-
tein Reference Database) (44), BioGRID (Biological General Reposi-
tory for Interaction Data sets) (45), MINT (Molecular INTeraction Da-
tabase) (46), and STRING (search tool for recurring instances of
neighboring genes) (47). Using Cytoscape (48), the network model
was reconstructed for the selected DEPs based on their protein-
protein interactions. The nodes in the network model were arranged
based on the locations and relationships of the corresponding pro-
teins in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
pathway database (49). The nodes with no information in the KEGG
pathway database were located based on their functions, locations,
and/or relationships reported in the previous literature. Of the 99
proteins used for network modeling, 14 proteins with no information
of functions, locations, or relationships were removed from the net-
work model.

Partial Least Squares-Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA)—We applied
PLS-DA to evaluate whether the abundances of the five selected
proteins can separate platelet samples obtained before sarpogrelate
administration from those obtained after the administration (50). We
generated an X-block data matrix (14 � 5) containing relative abun-
dances of the 5 selected proteins and also a Y-block data matrix
(14 � 1) containing group information (zeros and ones for before and
after the administration). The data matrices were then auto-scaled for
each column to have zero mean and unit standard deviation. PLS-DA
was applied to the auto-scaled X- and Y-blocks. After the PLS-DA
application, the three PLS latent variables (LV1–3) were selected after
10-fold cross-validations as previously described (51).

Western Blot—Briefly, 1 �g of the total protein from each sample
was resolved on 4–12% NuPAGE gradient SDS-PAGE and then
electrotransferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Invitrogen, San Di-
ego, CA). The blots were incubated overnight at 4 °C with primary
antibodies against GDI1 (1:600 dilution; Abcam, Cambridge, UK),
PPID (1:500 dilution, Abcam), CD36 (1:500 dilution; R&D Systems,
Minneapolis, MN), F13B (1:500 dilution; ProSci, Atlanta, GA), HOOK2
(1:500 dilution; Abcam), and CUX1 (1:500 dilution; Abcam) after
blocking with 5% skim milk in PBS. The blots were treated with a
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated (HRP) secondary polyclonal an-
tibody (1:5,000 dilution; Abcam), detected using an ECL Western
blotting detection system (Amersham Bioscience, GE Healthcare Life
Science), and then monitored with a LAS-4000 (Fuji Film, Tokyo,
Japan). We measured �-actin levels as a loading control. The blots
were then quantified with Fujifilm Multi Gauge version 3.0. The list of
primary antibodies for the selected proteins is summarized in supple-
mental Table S2.
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RESULTS

Comprehensive Profiling of Platelet Proteomes—We first
carefully selected healthy male subjects (n � 18) with no
history of vascular diseases or hypersensitivity to antiplate-
let agents, as well as no abnormal findings from clinical
laboratory testing (see Experimental Procedures). The char-
acteristics of the subjects, such as ages, body weights, and
platelet counts, are summarized in supplemental Table S1.
From each subject, we isolated platelets before and six
hours after the administration of sarpogrelate (100 mg) to
investigate platelet proteomes affected by sarpogrelate. To
improve the coverage of proteomes to include membranous
proteins, we used the FASP (20) method for protein diges-
tion after obtaining the lysates of platelets (see Experimental
Procedures).

To extensively profile platelet proteomes, we generated a
master accurate mass and time tag (AMT) database (DB). To
this end, we first pooled the peptide samples from 15 of the
18 pairs of platelet samples (supplemental Table S1A) ob-
tained before and after the administration of sarpogrelate,
respectively, performed high pH reverse phase fractionation
of the pooled peptides into 12 fractions, and then analyzed
these fractions using ultra-high pressure LC-MS/MS (Fig. 1A,

left column). This resulted in 12 LC-MS/MS data sets (sup-
plemental Fig. S2). In addition, we performed triplicate exper-
iments on 14 of 18 pairs of the platelet samples (supplemental
Table S1A), resulting in 84 (14 � 2 � 3) LC-MS/MS data sets
(Fig. 1A, right column; supplemental Fig. S3). A total of 96 (12 �

84) LC-MS/MS data sets from the fractionation and triplicate
experiments were used to construct a master AMT DB of
platelet proteome.

We first generated unique mass classes (UMCs) of peptide
MS features from individual data sets using iPE-MMR analysis
(33) and then assigned both peptide IDs and normalized elu-
sion times (NETs) to UMCs (identified UMCs) after target-
decoy MS-GF� search (FDR � 0.01) and NET calculation. All
identified UMCs from the 96 data sets were compiled into the
master AMT DB (see Experimental Procedures; supplemental
Table S3), which comprised 49,429 peptides (or AMTs; dots in
Fig. 1B, left). For each of the 84 LC-MS/MS data sets, we then
used the master AMT DB to assign peptide IDs to unidentified
UMCs by matching them with AMTs using the mass and NET
tolerances (10 ppm and 0.025 NET, respectively; Fig. 1B,
right). Of the 49,429 peptides in the master AMT DB, we
selected 47,045 peptides that cover 5423 platelet proteins
with two or more sibling peptides and then used them for
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protein quantitation in 84 LC-MS/MS data sets (supplemental
Tables S4 and S5).

Characteristics of Platelet Proteome Profiles—To assess
the comprehensiveness of our platelet proteome, we first
compared our proteome (5,423 proteins) with the platelet
proteomes previously reported (Fig. 2A). Four previous stud-
ies profiled the proteomes of resting platelets and then iden-
tified 4191 (13), 1373 (14), 837 (15), and 1507 (16) platelet
proteins, respectively. Of these studies, Burkhart et al. (13)
provided the largest platelet proteome including 4191 pro-
teins by profiling the proteomes of resting platelets collected
from four individuals using LC-MS/MS analysis after isobaric
tag for relative and absolute quantitation (iTRAQ) labeling. The
comparison of our proteome with the largest previous platelet
proteome showed that of the 4191 proteins previously re-
ported, 3121 (74.5% of 4191) were also detected in our pro-
teome (Fig. 2B). Additionally, our proteome provided 2302
(42.5% of 5423) proteins not detected in the previous platelet
proteome. These data indicate that our proteome can serve
as one of comprehensive proteomes of platelets.

We then examined cellular processes represented by the
5423 platelet proteins by performing enrichment analysis of
GOBPs using DAVID software (42). The cellular processes
significantly represented by the platelet proteome included
the processes related to major functions of platelets: adhe-

sion to the interrupted endothelium (cell-substrate and cell-
matrix adhesions and regulation of cell adhesion); activation
involving shape changes and granule secretion (actin cyto-
skeleton organization, small GTPase mediated signal trans-
duction, and vesicle-mediated transport); and aggregation
(coagulation, wound healing, and regulation of fibrinolysis)
(Fig. 2C; supplemental Table S6A). Moreover, the enrichment
analysis of GOCCs revealed that a majority of the platelet
proteins were localized in cellular components related to se-
cretory granule that has been shown to be associated with
platelet activation and aggregation (endoplasmic reticulum,
Golgi apparatus, vesicle, secretory granule, and extracellular
region) (28.8%), as well as plasma membrane (18.0%); cyto-
sol (13.2%); cytoskeleton (11.3%); and mitochondrion (9.2%)
(Fig. 2D; supplemental Table S6B). Specifically, our proteome
included platelet granular proteins including 44 platelet
�-granule and 5 platelet �-granule proteins (secretory granule
with 1.6% in Fig. 2D). These data indicate that our platelet
proteome can provide a broad spectrum of information re-
lated to cellular processes occurring during platelet activation
and aggregation in diverse cellular compartments.

Identification of Platelet Proteins Affected by Sarpogre-
late—To identify platelet proteins whose abundances were
affected by sarpogrelate, we first aligned each of 47,045
peptides for the 5423 proteins in the 84 LC-MS/MS data sets
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(42 data sets for platelets collected before administration of
sarpogrelate and the other half for those after sarpogrelate
administration) and then determined the ratios of abundances
of the 5423 platelet proteins measured before and after the
administration of sarpogrelate in individual samples using the
linear programming method previously reported (see Experi-
mental Procedures) (40). By applying t test to the protein
ratios in 14 samples, we then identified 499 differentially ex-
pressed proteins (DEPs; FDR � 0.1 from t test) before and
after the administration of sarpogrelate (see Experimental
Procedures; supplemental Table S7). Of the 499 DEPs, 348
proteins were up-regulated by the administration of sarpogre-
late, whereas 151 were downregulated.

To understand the association of the DEPs with functions of
sarpogrelate in platelets, we identified cellular processes rep-
resented by the 499 DEPs in platelets using DAVID software.
This analysis revealed that the DEPs were mainly involved in
the processes related to platelet activation and aggregation
(cell activation, cell component morphogenesis, vesicle-me-
diated transport/Golgi vesicle transport/protein transport, ac-
tin cytoskeleton organization, coagulation, and regulation
of small GTPase mediated signal transduction) (Fig. 3A;
supplemental Table S8), consistent with the effect of sar-
pogrelate on platelet activation and aggregation involving
shape changes and granule secretion (5, 52, 53). Interestingly,
these processes were represented by both the up- and down-
regulated proteins (Fig. 3B), suggesting that the up- and
downregulated proteins by sarpogrelate collectively act to
define the function of sarpogrelate in the processes related to
platelet activation and aggregation, such as coagulation and
granule-mediated transports.

To explore collective functions of the DEPs in the afore-
mentioned processes affected by sarpogrelate, we recon-
structed a network model describing the interactions among
the DEPs. In this network modeling, we focused on the DEPs
involved in the processes relevant to granule secretion during
platelet activation (cell activation, vesicle-mediated transport,
Golgi vesicle transport, and protein transport); and platelet
aggregation (coagulation) (Fig. 3C). First, the network model
showed the alteration of the pathways associated with plate-
let activation (CD36-GNAI1-VASP, ADRA1B-PLCB2, and
FERMT3 pathways) and a thrombin-coagulation pathway for
platelet aggregation involving FGG and F13B, suggesting the
effect of sarpogrelate on these pathways associated with
platelet activation and aggregation. Second, the network
model showed the alteration of 1) Golgi-secretory granule
trafficking involving COPG2, PPID, ACAP2/3-ARF1, and
SEPT5 DEPs and 2) the endosomal network for vesicle traf-
ficking involving PIP5K1A, AP2B1, CUX1, HOOK2, and
ATP6V1B2 DEPs. The DEPs are involved in the components
in these trafficking networks, suggesting the effect of sar-
pogrelate on the trafficking networks associated with granule
secretion during platelet activation (Fig. 3C). The collective
alteration of these processes further indicates that the pro-

cesses related to platelet activation and aggregation are
highly integrated and their collective contribution of these
processes to the effects of sarpogrelate on platelet activation
and aggregation, consistent with the previous findings
(54–56).

A Proteome Profile Representing Antiplatelet Functions of
Sarpogrelate—The network model above showed the altera-
tion of the pathways associated platelet activation and the
thrombin-coagulation pathway associated with platelet ag-
gregation, as well as Golgi-secretory granule and the endo-
somal networks for vesicle trafficking associated with granule
secretion during platelet activation (Fig. 3C). Thus, to select a
proteome profile that can collectively represent the functions
of sarpogrelate in platelets, we focused on the DEPs that can
represent these pathways and trafficking networks. The up-
regulated proteins can be preferred as biomarker candidates
because of the easiness to detect their alterations, compared
with the downregulated proteins (57–59). Moreover, the DEPs
with large fold-changes can be further preferred for the in-
creased accuracy in detecting their alterations. Based on
these preference criteria, we selected the following five up-
regulated proteins five up-regulated proteins for which (1) the
average of fold-changes in 14 samples was larger than 2, and
(2) the number of samples having fold-changes �1.5 should
be larger than half of 14 samples, as a proteome profile that
represents the pathways and trafficking networks associated
with platelet activation and aggregation in the network model
(supplemental Fig. S4): (1) CD36 for platelet activation path-
ways, (2) F13B for the thrombin-coagulation pathway, (3)
PPID for the Golgi-secretory granule network, and (4–5) CUX1
and HOOK2 for the endosomal network.

Validation of the Selected Protein Profile—Based on the
network model, the five proteins were selected as a protein
profile that can represent the effect of sarpogrelate on platelet
activation and aggregation. These proteins showed up-regu-
lation in 14 subjects used for LC-MS/MS analysis by sar-
pogrelate (Fig. 4A). For the five selected proteins, we first
examined whether they are capable of distinguishing platelet
samples collected before and after administration of sar-
pogrelate using partial-least square-discriminant analysis
(PLS-DA; Fig. 4B) (12). The PLS-DA analysis showed that all
platelet samples obtained after the administration of sar-
pogrelate (red dots in Fig. 4B) were correctly separated from
those before the administration (blue triangles in Fig. 4B)
using three latent variables (LV1–3; supplemental Table S9;
Experimental Procedures).

To test the validity of the five selected proteins, we next
collected the platelets from an independent set of five sub-
jects based on the same criteria (see Experimental Proce-
dures) employed for the collection of the samples at the
discovery phase using LC-MS/MS analysis (supplemental Ta-
ble S1). For these new samples, using Western blotting, we
then tested differential expression of the five selected proteins
measured by LC-MS/MS analysis. Of the five proteins, we
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finally selected the three proteins (CUX1, PPID, and F13B)
that showed the changes in the independent samples con-
sistent to those shown in the LC-MS/MS data (Fig. 4C–F).
These data indicate that the three proteins can serve as a
protein profile that represents the effects of sarpogrelate in
platelets.

DISCUSSION

Sarpogrelate, as an antagonist of 5-HT receptors, has been
widely used to treat the diseases involving platelet aggrega-
tion induced by 5-HT. However, there are no assay methods
that can be used to monitor the effect of sarpogrelate on
platelet aggregation. In this study, we thus searched for a
protein profile that can be used to evaluate platelet aggrega-
tion. In this search, we used the following approach that
involves (1) a comprehensive proteome profiling of platelets
with generation of a master AMT DB and ultra-high pressure
LC-MS/MS analysis; (2) identification of the DEPs before and
after administration of sarpogrelate; (3) selection of a protein
profile that can represent cellular processes associated with
platelet aggregation and activation by analyzing the network
model of the DEPs involved in such cellular processes; and (4)

validation of the selected protein profile in independent plate-
let samples using Western blotting. Using this approach, we
identified a protein profile composed of three up-regulated
proteins involved in the following platelet aggregation-related
processes: F13B, PPID, and CUX1 involved in the thrombin-
coagulation pathway, ER-Golgi-secretory granule network,
and the endosomal network, respectively.

A number of previous studies have shown associations of
the three proteins selected in this study with pathophysiology
of platelets under various conditions: (1) Alteration of serum
F13B level caused by homozygous or compound heterozy-
gous mutation in the F13B gene was linked to autosomal
recessive hematologic disorder characterized by increased
bleeding and poor wound healing (60, 61); and (2) PPID was
reported as an essential regulator of the mitochondrial per-
meability transition pore that plays a critical role in platelet
activation, and murine platelet activation responses thus
showed the correlations with alterations of PPID amounts
(62). However, the association of CUX1 with platelet func-
tions has not been previously reported, although it plays
important roles in the endosomal network for vesicle traf-
ficking, indicating its potential role in granule secretion dur-
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ing platelet activation. These data suggest the validity of the
selected proteins as a protein profile that can represent
platelet aggregation. However, none of these proteins have
been reported to be altered in their protein levels by
sarpogrelate, suggesting the novelty of the three protein
panel.

Platelets are anucleated cells, and the proteome data thus
provide the more relevant information regarding functions of
platelets, compared with genomic data. A number of studies
have profiled the proteomes of platelets. The four studies
(13–16) provided the proteomes of platelets in resting states.
Although they could have served as useful resources for
various studies of platelets, none of them have performed
comparative proteomic analysis, thus providing no lists of
DEPs related to platelet functions (e.g. the DEPs related to
platelet activation and aggregation identified in this study). All
of the three proteins selected as a protein profile indicative of
platelet aggregation were detected in at least one of the
previous studies. However, our study reported for the first
time differential expression of the three selected proteins in
platelets by sarpogrelate, thereby suggesting their potential
use as the indicators of the effect of sarpogrelate on platelet
aggregation in clinical settings.

Sarpogrelate was shown to negatively regulate platelet ac-
tivation and aggregation (5). In this study, to investigate the
proteins affected by sarpogrelate, we treated sarpogrelate on
platelets obtained from healthy subjects. Because of the in-
hibitory effect of sarpogrelate on platelet aggregation, the
proteins involved in the processes associated with platelet
activation and aggregation are expected to be down-regu-
lated by sarpogrelate. Unexpectedly, however, many of these
proteins were up-regulated at 6 hours after treatment of sar-
pogrelate (Fig. 3B). Previously, Volpi et al. (63) profiled platelet
proteomes at two different time points (12 and 24 h) after
treatment of clopidogrel, an antiplatelet agent, and found up-
and down-regulation of the proteins affected by clopidogrel at
the different time points. For example, the abundances of the
proteins (PFN1, MTPN, and MYL9) associated with actin or-
ganization were increased at 12 h after the loading dose of
clopidogrel, but decreased below to the basal level at 24 h
after stenting. This may account for the up-regulation of the
proteins affected by sarpogrelate (e.g. proteins associated
with actin organization) at 6 h after the treatment. Also, the
secretion of 5-HT stored in platelets is not perturbed in
healthy subjects, unlike the activated platelets under patho-
logical conditions. Thus, the action of sarpogrelate can be
different in platelets obtained from healthy subjects, which
may lead to the up-regulation of the proteins affected by
sarpogrelate. Detailed studies that examine temporal expres-
sion of the selected proteins in platelets from healthy subjects
and activated platelets under pathological conditions can be
carried out to understand how these proteins reflect the ef-
fects of sarpogrelate on platelet activation and aggregation.
Moreover, the clinical implications of the three selected pro-

teins can be further tested with a larger number of subjects. In
addition, longitudinal studies can be designed to further dem-
onstrate the nature of dynamic changes of the proposed
protein profile after administration of sarpogrelate. Further-
more, more detailed functional studies can be carried out to
understand the mechanistic contributions of the selected pro-
tein profiles to platelet aggregation.

In addition to the three proteins selected in this study, our
approach provided a comprehensive list of DEPs related to
platelet aggregation, thus extending extensively the current
list identified by the conventional small-scale experiments or
approaches. For example, deficiency or inhibition of growth
arrest-specific gene 6 (GAS6), peptidylprolyl isomerase A
(PPIA), serglycin (SRGN), and secreted protein, acidic, cys-
teine-rich (SPARC) were reported to be associated with
thrombosis, inflammation, atherosclerosis, and metastasis,
respectively (64–70). Thus, the list of DEPs can serve as a
comprehensive resource to biologists who study the cellular
processes associated with platelet aggregation (Fig. 3A).
Moreover, the network model can provide a basis for under-
standing of the interplays of the cellular processes to collec-
tively define platelet activation and aggregation induced by
5-HT (Fig. 3C). The GOBP enrichment analysis (supplemental
Table S8) further showed that protein homeostasis-related
processes (e.g. protein synthesis, protein folding, protein
transport, and protein degradation) could be associated with
platelet aggregation induced by 5-HT. This can suggest that
protein homeostasis can serve as a potential measure to
monitor the effect of sarpogrelate on the 5-HT-induced plate-
let aggregation. Moreover, the inhibition of protein homeosta-
sis can be proposed as alternative targets of antiplatelet
agents to the 5-HT receptors. In summary, our approach
successfully identified a protein profile that can be used to
monitor the effect of sarpogrelate on platelet aggregation
induced by 5-HT, and the protein profile can provide new
insights into the mechanism associated with functions of sar-
pogrelate in platelets.
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